
HOW TO WRITE A VIDEO GAME SCRIPT

Writing a video game script is different to writing a movie script or a novel. However, games are where what you get is
limited only by your imagination.

Now, that seems like a lot of cool work for a game writer to do. That of course opens a whole new can of
worms that I won't go into, but it essentially follows the same format. But how do you write a proper video
game script? All of these possibilities are included in these , pages. He later moved onto Beamdog Studios as
their Creative Director. You also use this similar format brackets and highlighting to keep track of "IF"
statements. The second part lets the potential programmer know that each question can be asked and that it
isn't a choice between these two answers, though the player can also choose not to ask any questions at all.
Firstly you have to contend with different choices taking you through different routes, and secondly you have
to deal with the limitations of game programming. Make sure that really important plot points are repeated
throughout the game. The writer is there to flesh out the concepts being developed and perform the actual
documentation in the form of everything listed above. Then, in your actual script for the quest you'll just list
the item type by name. What is the accompanying material? There is a Flowchart that lays out the decision
making of the game and shows the various logical paths the user can take and there is the prose script that
describes what happens. If you have several story arcs, you detail each one separately and write two or three or
four endings. Games are not afraid of drawing on mythology and ancient legends, they are not afraid of
religion, they are not afraid of political commentary, and they are not afraid to make you think or cry. Make
sure that any absolutely essential things are completed without the Player having to reload from an earlier
point. There, you can list out each item type, what it says, and in what quest the player finds it. However, even
if you want your video game or your quest to have 25 different outcomes, you'll still need canons for the game
to fall through that are for the most part the same, otherwise you will never be able to finish your game. Many
people will drop a game half way and not come back to it for four months. Now that I've cleared all of that up,
I should also mention that I cannot on good conscious continue to write about how to do all of this without
thanking my professor Sheldon Pacotti, the lead writer of Deus Ex!! Is writing a video game on your own
really possible, let alone a good one? What are the things that are going to happen? A great way to organize
this is with an Excel spreadsheet in my opinion, or at least a chart in your Word document that mimics an
Excel one. An example of a game like this is Bioshock, a game I love dearly and highly recommend, but not a
game with branching dialogue. Is it new? Notes: Player is locked in the cathedral, and there is no exit. The
Dialogue Tree This is where things get tricky, because while it's easy to set up one dialogue tree, juggling
many of them becomes difficult to keep track of. But these features aside, what makes a good video game
story? Keep in mind that no matter what software you choose, it is much better to have a finished game than to
have an unfinished game. Setting Up the Quest Before you get to writing out your great adventure, there are a
few less exciting steps you have to take to help make it easier on future readers to visualize the piece as a
game and not a movie script. But I am not here to talk about writing those types of scripts today. Player Types
Equates to Genre The basic player types in video games are very similar to the types of protagonists created by
the genre novelist. Focus on canon cutscenes or one version of the story at first, then deviate after you have
one core version. Here is an example of one: You'll see I have an "if" statement referring all the way back to
my first example of dialogue boxes, the second question the player can ask to gain information. As with
novels, a good narrative structure that introduces rich characters, false endings, red herrings, and multiple
climaxes can take us on a roller coaster ride of thrills and excitement. With that said, he offers some
recommendations. Main character must battle the were-minions then re-initiate discussion with Thomas. Your
goal is instead to write a quest that's format makes the quest easy to visualize as an actual game without
breaking the bank on any sort of programming.


